FOR WALLS,
FLOORS OR CEILINGS
HEATING HAS EVOLVED
It’s not often that you come across a truly game
changing piece of tech (think a ‘horse and cart to
car’ style development). Yet against all the odds, I
recently stumbled upon a ground breaking new way
to heat a building without burning gas. It's far more
efficient than using regular radiators, can be
powered by 100% green electricity, and you can
integrate it with our Agile API to automatically run at
the cheapest, greenest times of day. Introducing
NexGen Heating.
Octopus Energy

NexGen
Far Infrared
Electric Heating
Move over traditional heating...
a new form of far-infrared radiant
heating has started to take the global
heating world by storm. Designed to
deliver sunshine into your homes and
businesses and with the added medical
benefits of promoting healing in the
body this really is the technology of the
future.

The Future of
Heating
The Most Efficient Heating System
Imagine living and working in a space that brings a warm day outdoors
inside and is not only great for your health but also your pocket.
Far Infrared shortens wavelength as it gets hotter. This is why you see
far infrared panels on ceilings in the center of a room. They struggle to
warm beyond 2.5 meter lengths. Do you really want 100°C directly
above you head ? See our medical page for more information.

Get Ready
For a Sustainable
Future Today

The UK Government has
Announced a ban on installing
Gas Boilers by 2025, in our
opinion this is far too late.

First rate service and an absolutely fantastic product. I have installed the system in my home office and
it maintains a perfect ambient temperature, consistently and cost effectively. Given I also get my
electricity solely from renewable sources its great to know I am heating my space sustainably. I have
previously installed both wet and electric (coil) underfloor heating systems in the past and the NexGen
system is a significant improvement over both. I will certainly be using it again in the future.
Construction >> Business

Get Ready for a
Sustainable Future Today
See below to see how many miles you could drive or tree
seedlings you could plant and grow over a 10 year period
based on the CO2 emissions saved switching to NexGen.
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Trees from seedling for 10
years

81,676

Miles saved driving an
average petrol or diesel car

12,256,873
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Ice and snow clearance on
driveways or roofs

NexGen is
Waterproof
Growing plants

NexGen is Waterproof to UKAS IPx7
NexGen is safe to use up to
1 meter immersed under water
and it is great for;
Stops pipes freezing and many
more uses

Hot Head
Syndrome and
Far Infrared Panels
The brain uses a lot of energy and this energy must be removed from the
head so that it does not overheat. Excessive heating from overhead can
cause the head and therefore the brain to overheat, causing serious medical
issues.
High temperature overhead panels at a normal height is not advisable. Far
Infrared Panels get over 80°C and can reach temperatures of 100°C!
Hospitals and Care Homes have restricted temperatures to 43°C for this
reason. Would you want a panel at around 100°C less than two meters
above your head?
If you Google Hyperthermia caused by heating your head over 45°C then
you will see why NexGen do not manufacture Far Infrared Panel heaters.

The second school we have done.
Straight forward install and the
easy to zone. Fitted under Carpet
and Vinyl .We are most surprised
at how little power was used.
School London >> Flooring Contractor

Here are a few side effects
of heat stroke (>43.5°C)
Delirium, confusion, hallucinations, coma.
Flushed, loss of sweating in classical but not
extertional, heat stroke. Heart failure,
hypotension, myocardial injury Seizures
Hepatic injury, myoglobinuria, renal failure
Thrombocytopenia, disseminated
intravascular coagulation, prolonged
prothrombin time. Mucosal swelling,
vomiting

What can far infrared
therapy do for you?
Activates water molecules in the body
The active molecules of water helps to
improve blood circulation up to the micro
capillary levels in the body
Improved blood circulation helps to
improve the metabolism
Increased metabolic efficiency helps to
get rid of body wastes through excretion,
more effectively
Helps to decrease acidity in the blood
Helps to improve the blood's oxygen
content
Helps to revitalise the body

Health and NexGen Heating
Every object emits and absorbs infrared
radiation and the hotter an object is, the more
infrared radiation it emits. Unfortunately
increased temperature shortens wavelength so
it is imperative to obtain the correct
temperature and wavelength to heat our
bodies. NexGen does this both by temperature
and emitter size. This unleashes far infrared
heatings proven healing properties.
Allergies and Asthma
Infrared heating does not circulate dust particles
around the home on a continuous basis like
conventional air heating systems do. So infrared
panels are an ideal solution for people who suffer
from dust allergies or asthma.
Damp and mould benefits to your
Home or Workplace Infrared panels heat solid
objects rather than just the air, this means that
NexGen can help with damp walls by drying the
area. This also means that that the spread of
mould is greatly reduced by Nexgen far
infrared heating

Compare With
Wire Mats

59%

Less Running
Costs

NexGen made sure I got exactly what I
wanted, and now I have a space that has a
lovely ambient temperature as you walk in,
together with a cosy direct warmth for
when you are lying down and resting. Its
also fantastically cheap to run. I just leave it
on.
Yoga Studio >> Business

56%

Less Powered
Used

76%

Less
Floor Height

Low
Voltage

Safe

Works With
Solar

A.C or D.C
Voltage

Heat
Ceilings

Heat
Floors

Heat
Walls

Running Cost NexGen vs Wire Mat Per M²
NexGen vs Wire Heating Mats. NexGen versus a
wire mat system procured in the U.K and fitted
under 10mm laminate flooring as per manual.
NexGen was 58% cheaper to raise the floor
temperature to 27°C.
Power Use NexGen vs Wire Mat Per M²
NexGen versus a wire mat system procured
in the U.K and fitted under 10mm laminate
flooring as per manual. NexGen was 55% less
power to raise the floor temperature to 27°C.
Height Reduction NexGen vs Wire Mat Per M²
NexGen versus a wire mat system procured in the
U.K and fitted under 10mm laminate flooring as
per manual. NexGen had 75% less floor height
added. That is a 9mm and significant when
considering underfloor heating in an existing
home or office.

62%

Faster
Warm Up
Time

Compare With
Far Infrared Panels

44%

Less Running
Cost

You said you had something special to make
my Pub stand out. You have delivered a
miracle. We can not believe the effect, the
feeling, how good this is. We are lost for
words. Thank You Thank You Thank You ! We
are
stunned >> Pub Berkshire
Restaurant

51%

Faster
Warm Up of
Building

Low
Voltage

Safe

Works With
Solar

A.C or D.C
Voltage

Heat
Ceilings

Heat
Floors

Heat
Walls

NexGen v Far Infrared Panel To Room
Temperature
Warm Up time to 20°C Air Temperature.
NexGen versus a Far Infrared Panel procured
in the U.K. Fitted in the same room with a
Wall, Ceiling and Floor Temperature of 15°C.
The starting Air Temperature 14°C
NexGen v Far Infrared Panel Running
Cost
Running Cost to Raise the Air
Temperature from 15°C to 20°C in the
Room. NexGen versus a Far Infrared
Panel procured in the U.K.
NexGen v Far Infrared Panel Heating Walls
Floor and Ceiling
Time to Warm Up Walls Floors and Ceilings
and Creating a 360° Radiator. NexGen versus a
Far Infrared Panel procured in the U.K. Fitted in
the same room with a Wall , Ceiling and Floor
Temperature Raised 17°C to 20°C and Final
Room Temperature 24°C

*NexGen v Mains
Gas Heating
57%

15%

64%

Less Energy
Needed

Less Running
Cost

Less Carbon
Emissions

NexGen v Mains
Gas Energy
Required

NexGen v
Mains Gas
Running Cost

NexGen v Mains
Gas Carbon
Footprint

** Cost based on 80% efficiency for Mains Gas with
Radiators. Also 4.9p per Kwh for Mains Gas and 14p per Kwh
for Nexgen. Also £240 Servicing costs for Mains Gas.
NexGen is Maintenance free.

This product is brilliant. Quick and
Easy Install. No Mess no Self Levelling
or Screed. Very Impressed.
Builders >> CDAB Builders

*

Introduction
This report is a study of NexGen Radiant Heaters using Dynamic Building Simulation.
DSM is an engineering software solution, that runs complex dynamic calculations and
user vast report we look primarily at the advantage of NexGen in terms of primary
energy consumption.

Simulation Tool
DesignBuilder is a whole building energy simulation program used to model energy
consumption with the EnergyPlus methodology-for heating, cooling, ventilation,
lighting and plug and process loads. Some of the notable features and capabilities of
DesignBuilder are:
 Integrated, simultaneous solution of thermal zone conditions and HVAC system
response that does not assume that the HVAC system can meet zone loads and can
simulate unconditioned and under-conditioned spaces.
 Heat balance-based solution of radiant and convective effects that produce surface
temperature thermal comfort and condensation calculations.
 Sub-hourly, user-definable time steps for interaction between thermal zones and
the environment: with automatically varied time steps for interactions between
thermal zone and HVAC systems. These allow EnergyPlus to model systems with
fast dynamics while also trading off simulation speed for precision.
 Combined heat and mass transfer model that accounts for air movement between
zones.

Models
Sample 3D models of each building type were created for this project. All models are
based on building designed to current building regulations and are used by the
software to calculate the heating load, based on the building geometry, construction,
building services, activity data, and the climate file.

Got this Brilliant product in a few
properties now, my tenants are
very happy with the reduction in
cost. Thank You

NexGen v LPG Heating

Various Homes >> Landlord

57%

59%

70%

Less Energy
Needed

Less Running
Cost

Less Carbon
Emissions

NexGen v LPG
Less Energy
Required

NexGen v LPG
Heating
Running Cost

NexGen v Storage
LPG Heating
Carbon Footprint

Cost based on 90% efficiency for LPG Heating. Also 8p per Kwh for LPG and 14p
per Kwh for Nexgen. Also £220 Servicing costs for LPG Boilers.
NexGen is Maintenance free.

NexGen v Oil Boiler Heating

A* great product and customer
service – great product (UFH) I was
provided me with great customer
service… Love showing off my new
heating. Thanks!!
By Approved Installer >> Home Owner

51%

45%

73%

Less Energy
Needed

Less Running
Cost

Less Carbon
Emissions

NexGen v Oil
Boiler Less Energy
Required

NexGen v Oil
Boiler Heating
Running Cost

NexGen v Oil
Boiler Carbon
Footprint

Cost based on 80% efficiency for Oil Boilers. Also 7p per Kwh for Oil
and 14p per Kwh for Nexgen. Also £220 Servicing costs for Oil.
NexGen is Maintenance free.

Very very pleased heats up
extremely quickly. We have worked
out it is the same price to run as
mains gas.
Under Laminate >> Home Under

NexGen v Electric
Storage Heating
45%

58%

45%

Less Energy
Needed

Less Running
Cost

Less Carbon
Emissions

NexGen v Storage
Heaters Less
Energy Required

NexGen v
Storage
Heaters
Running Cost

NexGen v Storage
Heaters Carbon
Footprint

Cost based on 90% efficiency for Storage Heaters. Also 10p per Kwh for Storage
Heaters and 14p per Kwh for Nexgen. Also £150 Servicing costs for Storage
Heaters.
NexGen is Maintenance free.

The heat is much more pleasant , it feels like its heating you. Its like a Sauna
with less heat and no sweating! We still at the moment have radiators in some
rooms. The heat in the other rooms do not feel as welcoming or consistent.
Some areas heated by radiators are warmer than others. The cat wont leave
the room with NexGen in when the heating is on. NexGen is an amazing
product.
Ceiling Heating >> Home Owner

Technical Data
GX15
Note that due to manufacturing
variations and local mains voltage
variations when operated on
unregulated transformers or power
supplies, the resistance / power output
should be checked before first use to
ensure the power supply cannot be
overrated.

Voltage range

12 to 40 volts DC or AC RMS

Normal operating voltage

24 volts

Nominal sheet resistance

15 Ohms +/- 1 Ohms per square

Efficiency

100%

Nominal thickness

500um

Temperature range

-20C to +60C

Maximum voltage

50 volts (thermal dissipation must ensure max temp not exceeded)

Dimensions

Active width 53cm
Total width 60cm

Power output at 24 volts

85 Watts per metre length
125 Watts per m² at nominal resistance.

1 m² Length

167cm length equates to 1 m²

Termination

6.3mm tinned copper crimp blade

Maximum current

15 Amps – equates to length of 3.71m at nominal resistance and 24
volts

Maximum length

3.71 metres at 24 volts, determined by maximum current rating above

Composition

Non woven PET fabric surfaces
Internal PE + carbon nanocomposite active layer
Copper busbars

Surface material

Non woven PET fibre fabric.

Weight

254g per metre length

Approval

CE

Technical Data
GX12
Note that due to manufacturing
variations and local mains voltage
variations when operated on
unregulated transformers or power
supplies, the resistance / power output
should be checked before first use to
ensure the power supply cannot be
overrated.

Voltage range

12 to 40 volts DC or AC RMS

Normal operating voltage

24 volts

Nominal sheet resistance

12 Ohms +/- 1 Ohms per square

Efficiency

100%

Nominal thickness

500um

Temperature range

-20C to +60C

Maximum voltage

50 volts (thermal dissipation must ensure max temp not exceeded)

Dimensions

Active width 53cm
Total width 60cm

Power output at 24 volts

125 Watts per metre length
160 Watts per m² at nominal resistance.

1 m² Length

167cm length equates to 1 m²

Termination

6.3mm tinned copper crimp blade

Maximum current

15 Amps – equates to length of 2.31m at nominal resistance and 24
volts

Maximum length

2.31 metres at 24 volts, determined by maximum current rating above

Composition

Non woven PET fabric surfaces
Internal PE + carbon nanocomposite active layer
Copper busbars

Surface material

Non woven PET fibre fabric.

Weight

254g per metre length

Approval

CE

Technical Data

Power output at different
Active
width 53cm
voltages
Sheet width 60cm
Resistance 11.2 Ohms per square.

** These calculations are based on the independent testing
with fuel pricing and efficiencies as listed on relevant pages.
NexGen calculations based on every room controlled by
intelligent thermostat to our transformer. A room temperature
of 1 degrees less than the ambient heat for systems heating
air. Please note this is only a guide and many other conditions
including insulation, personal thermostat preference, Hours
the property is heated and location will effect these
calculations.

Voltage

Power per running m
Watts

Power per m2
Watts GX15

12

24.3

40.4

14

33.0

55.0

16

43.1

71.9

18

54.6

91.0

20

67.4

112.3

22

81.5

135.9

24

97.0

161.7

26

113.9

189.8

28

132.1

220.1

30

151.6

252.7

32

172.5

287.5

34

194.7

324.6

36

218.3

363.9

38

243.3

405.4

40

269.5

449.2
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